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Intelligent transport systems are the future in matters of safe roads and comfortable driving. Integration of vehicles into a unified
intelligent network leads to all kinds of security issues and cyber threats common to conventional networks. Rapid development of
mobile ad hoc networks and machine learning methods allows us to ensure security of intelligent transport systems. In this paper,
we design an authentication scheme that can be used to ensure message integrity and preserve conditional privacy for the vehicle
user. &e proposed authentication scheme is designed with lightweight cryptography methods, so that it only brings little
computational and communication overhead. We also conduct experiments on vehicular ad hoc network segment traffic
generation in OMNeT++ tool and apply up-to-date machine learning methods to detect malicious behavior in a given simulated
environment. &e results of the study show high accuracy in distributed denial-of-service attack detection.

1. Introduction

&e rapid development in the field of mobile devices, sen-
sors, and 5G networks [1] allows incorporating computa-
tional nodes into wireless ad hoc network. A network
without preexisting infrastructure is called a mobile ad hoc
network (MANET); it consists of mobile devices capable of
establishing connections between arbitrary nodes. Ad Hoc
On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV), Destination-Se-
quenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV), Optimized
Link-State Routing (OLSR), and Dynamic Source Routing
(DSR) protocols are used for routing at the network layer in
MANET. One of the important areas in MANET is vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANETs), which represent intelligent
transport system where each vehicle is considered as a
mobile node. Potential VANET applications include road
condition warnings, collision alerts, accident alerts, road
congestions, driver assistance systems, and infotainment
systems. Each vehicle in VANET is equipped with a set of
sensors and constantly exchanges crucial information with

other nodes all over the network. &ese nodes may include
fixed roadside units (RSUs), base station units (BSUs),
trusted authority (TA) or control center (CC), and drones as
mobile BSUs [2, 3]. It is very important to pay attention to
security issues in VANET because the consequences of a
network attack on the road can be unfortunate.

Complex research on VANET security issues may be
divided into two directions. &e first one is related to as-
sistance of vehicle communication and vehicle privacy based
on intelligent anonymous authentication and key agreement
for 5G/beyond 5G (B5G) vehicular ad hoc networks. &e
second direction is related to machine learning algorithm
applications in network threat detection and classification.

Modern trends in the creation of network connectivity of
an increasing number of devices and the rise of the Internet
of &ings (IoT) and the Internet of Everything (IoE) re-
quired the development of new approaches to organizing
network interaction. In cases where the network can contain
several thousand devices, many of which are also inter-
mediate for traffic transmission, traditional approaches can
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be inefficient and slow. In the case of unstable links and
nonstationary nodes, traditional mobile networking
methods such as BATMAN-adv, OLSR, and AODV can
cause losses, delays, rings, and instability of the entire
network. Traditional software-defined networks (SDNs) can
also be unstable under these conditions, especially in reactive
mode. To implement intelligent transmission of information
over such networks, for example, in the form of delayed
packet transmission, a combination of controlled and au-
tonomous approaches is required. Vehicular distributed
software-defined networks (VDSDNs) are a combination of
proactive SDN management for consistent precalculated
routes, while local reactive mode is used in conjunction with
neighbor detection methods through legacy protocols.
General scheme of VDSDNs in VANET segment is pre-
sented in Figure 1.

SDNs are mainly used in VDSDNs in stable parts of the
network and in virtualization infrastructure, especially for
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) modules and edge
computing. When an NFV module is used as an edge virtual
machine or a container running on network equipment, the
requirements for the selection and routing of network flows
passing through this module can be implemented only by
SDN infrastructures managed by the controller. Since traffic
can pass through the balancing nodes and be routed to the
endpoint through various communication channels, it is
important to have complete information about all network
flows to a specific destination. When using distributed
networks, they can contain several controllers with state
synchronization (for example, via KV-storages); in this case,
separate synchronization of applications related to packet
and flow analysis is required to intercept the maximum
possible number of directions of flow vectors. At the same
time, since the traffic volumes of modern applications can
exceed the capabilities of their analysis in real time, selective
or only header preliminary analysis of packets and con-
solidation of data from all distributed controllers into a
single storage is required, which will be used by many
streaming analyzers.

2. Related Work

In order to ensure secure communication between intelli-
gently connected vehicles, a public key cryptography (PKC)
mechanism was proposed. In [4], the traditional PKC was
proposed to implement self-certified public key cryptogra-
phy (SCPKC) for online registration of multiserver archi-
tecture and to ensure the security of various mobile service
applications.

&e traditional PKC mechanism can realize secure
communication; however, the mechanism suffers from
various drawbacks caused by managing a large number of
user certificates. In [5], Shamir put forward the concept of
ID-based PKC. In [6, 7], a bilinear pairing ID-based PKC
mechanism was proposed to achieve the required privacy for
vehicles. In [8], an improved scheme ID-based PKC
mechanism without bilinear pairing was proposed. &e
improved scheme is not required to utilize bilinear pairing
operations without lack of security and privacy protection,

and the total computational cost of signature and authen-
tication is constant for single message and nmessages. In [9],
an improved message authentication scheme together with a
system secret key updating scheme was proposed to opti-
mize the performance and security of V2V authentication
process. Although the ID-based PKC avoids the problem of
managing certificates brought by the traditional PKC
mechanism, it still brings the problem of key escrow.

In 2013, Al-Riyami [10] first proposed the concept of
certificateless PKC mechanism, which avoids the certificate
management problems brought by traditional PKC mech-
anism and the key escrow problems caused by ID-based PKC
mechanism. In [11], an anonymous authentication scheme
based on certificateless PKC mechanism was proposed by
using bilinear pairing operations. In [12, 13], all implement
batch authentication without bilinear pairing based on
certificateless PKCmechanismwere proposed. In [14], a new
authentication scheme without bilinear pairings was pro-
posed. In [15], a reliable and efficient secure content sharing
scheme for 5G-enabled VANETs was proposed. In [16], a
lightweight and secure authenticated key agreement scheme
for securing V2V and V2I communications simultaneously
was proposed.

In order to ensure the efficiency and safety of VANETs,
there are a large number of schemes for batch authentication
of messages. In [17], Zhang et al. proposed a distributed
aggregate batch authentication scheme. By dividing the
received message into multiple subsets and then aggregating
multiple subsets for batch authentication. In [18], an efficient
batch authentication scheme based on elliptic curve cryp-
tography was proposed. A proxy-based batch authentication
scheme was proposed in [19], where some vehicles were
selected as the proxy vehicles, whose message signatures
were then verified by roadside units in batches.

Recently, there is a lot of research dedicated to machine
learning methods’ application in network threat detection.
Montenegro J. et al. [20] applied machine learning tech-
niques and trust model metrics to detect fake position at-
tacks in VANETs. &e same problem was solved by Singh
P. K. et al. [21] using machine learning techniques on
VeReMi dataset to detect false position information
broadcast to the other vehicles. A Ghaleb F. et al. [22] used
the random forest algorithm to train intrusion detection
system classifiers on each vehicle node with the overall goal
of reducing the communication overhead. Nandy T. et al.
[23] also proposed a trust-based collaborative intrusion
detection system with k-nearest neighbors nonlinear clas-
sifier to identify intruders in real time. To detect various
malevolent attacks, Sharma S. et al. [24] proposed a Mul-
ticluster Head anomaly based intrusion detection system
with Dolphin Swarm Algorithm optimization technique.
Zhang T. et al. [25] in their research proposed a privacy-
preserving machine learning based collaborative intrusion
detection system for VANETs. Zhang D. et al. [26] proposed
a software-defined trust-based deep reinforcement learning
framework for VANET issues related to performance deg-
radation. Belenko V. et al. [27] proposed approach to
generate VANET dataset with various scenarios of cyber
attacks for the ns-3 network simulator. Singh P. K. et al. [28]
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also generated scenario of multihop communication on ns-3
network simulator to detect wormhole attacks in VANET
using KNN and support vector machine models. Kumar
S. et al. [29] presented a vehicular jamming system model
with usage of CatBoost machine learning algorithm to
predict the coordinates of jamming vehicle. Rehman A. et al.
[30] described a novel approach to detect intrusion attacks
on the CAN bus using convolutional neural network and
attention-based gated recurrent unit. Jhaveri R. et al. [31]
proposed a bandwidth contract-based framework to provide
resilience to violation of the bandwidth requirements of the
traffic flows in vehicular ad hoc networks.

Different types of simulation tools can be used to gen-
erate reliable VANET traffic and experiment over many
types of scenarios within intelligent transport system.
Akhtar et al. [32] presented simulationmodel of microscopic
mobility VANET segment by using SUMO [33] traffic
simulation package and Freeway PerformanceMeasurement

System database. Michaeler et al. [34] presented 3-dimen-
sional driving simulator based on Open-StreetMap data,
which integrates VANET communication capabilities. Buse
et al. [35] proposed event-driven simulator with a city-scale
VANET simulation for the advanced driver assistance sys-
tem development. To ensure reliable driver assistance sys-
tems, Obermaier et al. [36] presented an approach for testing
VANET devices and the applications in hardware in the
Loop environment using OMNeT++ simulation tool [37]
and the VANETmodel Artery. Fahad et al. [38] proposed a
new scheme based on compressed fuzzy logic method to
enhance AODV routing decisions in VANET. Maratha et al.
[39] conducted performance study of AODV, DSDV, and
DSR MANET protocols using NCTUns 6.0 network simu-
lator [40]. Raj et al. [41] simulated various routing protocols
using ns-3 simulator [42] and SUMO package and studied
performance metrics such as Packet Delivery Ratio,
&roughput, and End-to-End Delay.
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Figure 1: Scheme of VDSDNs in VANET segment.
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Table 1 contains the coverage of machine learning
methods’ applications of network attack detection in some
recent publications, including Naive Bayes (NB), logistic
regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM), random
forest (RF), CatBoost (CB), AdaBoost (AB), and gradient
boosting (GB). As you can see, existing works are limited to
the usage of individual classifiers only. In our current re-
search, we will make a comparison of the most up-to-date
classifiers and ensemble methods for the multiclass classi-
fication problem of distributed denial-of-service attack de-
tection using simulated VANET environment.

To study security issues in vehicular ad hoc networks and
detect DDoS attacks, we make the following contributions:

Authentication method: we proposed an anonymous
authentication scheme based on elliptic curve en-
cryption to meet the security requirements of vehicular
ad hoc networks providing the least time cost on
signing and verifying a message.
Simulation of VANET dataset: using OMNeT++ sim-
ulation tool we simulated segment of VANET and
implemented three types of popular network attacks
which degrade overall performance of intelligent
transport system by flooding vehicles with great
amount of generated messages.
Experimentation and evaluation: we recorded network
flows information from the nodes in simulated segment
of VANET and conducted experiments on multiclass
classification using the most advanced classifiers and
ensembles of classifiers.

&e structure of the rest of the paper is as follows: Section
3 introduces the intelligent anonymous authentication
scheme. In Section 4, we describe the proposed generation of
VANET segment traffic in OMNeT++ simulation tool and
present results of multiclass classification of DDoS attacks.
Section 5 gives the conclusion.

3. Intelligent Authentication Methods for
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks

3.1. System Model. &e considered system consists of three
parts as shown in Figure 2, which can be divided into three
layers. &e first layer contains TA which communicates with
EA and vehicles over a secure channel by wired connections.
&e second layer includes EA, which communicates with TA
and vehicles by the secure channel. &e third layer involves
multiple vehicles which mainly communicate with cluster
head (CH) by DSRC protocol. &e definitions of the roles
involved in the considered model are as follows.

TA: It is a trusted authority that consists of a Key Gen-
eration Center (KGC) and a Trace Authority (TRA) in the
practical environment. &e KGC initializes the system and
generates all public parameters and private keys. &e TRA
extracts the real identities of malicious vehicles by pseudo
identities in the case of controversial traffic events.
EA: It is an edge authority that contains multiple
mobile devices (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, and other

electronic devices). &e EA contains enough comput-
ing and storage sources which are used to handle
reputation update and reveal vehicles real identities by
pseudo identities in the disputed traffic environment.
Vehicles: We assume that multiple vehicles can form a
cluster in the same area. In order to avoid repeated
calculations of multiple vehicles in the cluster, the EA
selects the vehicle with good network resources (e.g.,
high network bandwidth, constant speed, and suitable
location) as the CH vehicle. &e CH predownloads the
road condition related data required by the vehicle;
then, the remaining vehicles and the CH authentication
reduce the redundancy calculation.

3.2. Our Proposed Authentication Scheme. In order to meet
the security requirements of VANETs, we design an
anonymous authentication scheme using an online certifi-
cateless signature technology based on prioritization. Our
proposed scheme consists of several algorithms including
setup, pseudo identity generation/partial key extraction,
sign, batch verification, and revocation/update of revocation
list. &e scheme details can be shown as follows.

3.2.1. Setup. TA initializes the system, generates public
parameters for the system, and then sends related param-
eters to EA by security channel. &e details are as follows.

(1) &e TA chooses a cyclic addition group G1 with
order q generated by P. Let
E: y2 � x3 + ax + b(modn), a, b ∈ Fn, be an elliptic
curve over the finite field Fn, where n indicates a large
prime number. All the points of E and an infinity
point O are in the group G1.

(2) &e KGC selects two random numbers as x, y and
calculates PKTA � yP. &e KGC generates public-
private key pairs for EA: skEA � s, pkEA � sP.

(3) &e TA selects two one-way hash functions:
h1 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ 0, 1{ }∗, h2: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ Zq.

(4) &e TA publishes P, PKTA, pkEA, h1, h2  as the
system parameter and sends (x, skEA) to EA through
the secure channel.

3.2.2. Pseudo Identity Generation and Partial Key Extraction.
&e EA communicates with vehicles online to generate
pseudo identities for vehicles, and the TA generates a partial
key for the vehicle through its KGC. &e details are as
follows:

(1) &e vehicle calculates partial public-private key pairs
for itself: ski,1 � s1, pki,1 � s1P.

(2) Vehicle i encrypts (RIDi, pki,1) with its own private
key and EA’s public key and sends
Encski,1 ,pkEA

(RIDi, pki,1), TSi  to the EA, where
Enc(.) is the asymmetric encryption method, RIDi is
the real identity of vehicle i, and TSi represents the
current timestamp.
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(3) &e EA checks the timestamp for freshness by de-
termining whether |TS − TS|≤ΔTi holds or not. If
not, the EA stops. Otherwise, it utilizes its own
private key and vehicle i’s public key to decrypt
Decski,1 ,pkEA

(RIDi, pki,1), calculates the pseudo
identity PIDi,1 � xP, PIDi,2 � RIDi⊕h1(xpki,1), and
then sends PIDi � (PIDi,1, PIDi,2) to the TA.

(4) &e TA selects a random number s2 and calculates
partial public key pki,2 � s2P and partial private key
ski,2 � s2 + h2(PIDi, pki,2)y, and then the TA sends
partial public-private key pairs and pseudo identities
{pki � (pki,1, pki,2), ski � (ski,1, ski,2), PIDi} to the
vehicle.

3.2.3. Sign. Each vehicle calculates the signature using the
following steps:

(1) Vehicle i calculates the signature:

Si � ski,2h1 PIDi mi

����
����TSi  + ski,1,

RVi � SiIDi mi

����
����TSi ⊕h1 RUj ,

(1)

where RUj is used to check whether vehicle i is in the
revocation list.

(2) Vehicle i sends Si, PIDi, mi, TSi, RVi, h1(RUi)  to
the CH.

Table 1: Machine learning classifiers’ application in network attack detection.
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3.2.4. Batch Verification. &e CH batch verifies the vehicles
in the cluster using three steps:

(1) It checks whether vehicle i is in the revocation list:

RVi⊕h1 RUj  �� mi Si

����
����PIDiTSi. (2)

If the equation is true, which indicates that vehicle i is
not in the revocation list, CH continues to execute
the next step; otherwise, it stops making the
remaining steps.

(2) It checks if the signature is valid or not by checking
the equation |TS − TSi|≤ΔT. If so, the timestamp is
fresh, and the CH continues to execute the next step;
otherwise, it stops making the remaining steps.

(3) Batch verification: the batch verification method is as
follows:

(1) &e CH calculates h1(PIDi‖mi‖TSi) for the vehicle i.
(2) &e CH verification for the vehicle i is as follows:

SiP � pki,2 + h1 PIDi mi





TSi PKTA  · h1 PIDi mi





TSi  + pki,1. (3)

(3) &e CH performs the following check for every
vehicle i, i ∈ [1, n]:



n

i�1
SiP �� 

n

i�1
pki,2 + h1 PIDi mi





TSi PKTA  · ·h1 PIDi mi





TSi  + 

n

i�1
pki,1. (4)

If the equation is true, it means that the vehicle is
verified, and the relevant data can be obtained from the CH;
otherwise, the next step is continued.

3.2.5. Revocation/Update of Revocation List. If the CH
verification equation does not hold, we need to trace the
specific vehicle and update the revocation list. We assume
the vehicle i is a malicious vehicle, then revoke it, and update
revocation, which includes three steps:

(1) &e CH sends (PIDi, pki) to the EA; then, the EA
extracts the real identity of the vehicle i by calculating
RIDi � PIDi,2⊕h1(xpki,1) and updating the revo-
cation list.

(2) If the EA has a single point of failure, the CH sends
(PIDi, pki) to the TA. &e TA calculates
RIDi � PIDi,2⊕h1(xpki,1), then the real identity is
sent to the EA, and the revocation list is updated.

(3) If the vehicle is not on the revocation list, the EA
calculates Hu � h1(RUj)⊕h1(xpki,1) for the vehicle.
After the vehicle gets Hu, h1(RUj) is obtained by
calculating h1(RUj) � Hu⊕h1(ski,1, PIDi,1).

3.3. Security Analysis. In this subsection, we discuss the
security requirements for our proposed scheme.

(1) Message authentication: In our proposed scheme,
the vehicles are authenticated by the CH and thus
obtain the relevant data. Multiple vehicles send
messages to be verified to the CH with
Si, PIDi, mi, TSi, RVi, h1(RUi) . Using the batch
verification method, the message receiver can verify
the legality of the message.

(2) Conditional privacy: Our scheme achieves condi-
tional privacy protection. If a malicious vehicle i

appears during verification, the CH can send
(PIDi, pki) to the EA; then, the EA extracts the real
identity of the vehicle i by calculating
RIDi � PIDi,2⊕h1(xpki,1). &e proposed scheme
achieves double trace. When the EA has a single
point of failure, the CH sends (PIDi, pki) to the TA.
&e TA calculates RIDi � PIDi,2⊕h1(xpki,1).

(3) Identity privacy preserving: In the proposed scheme,
CM communicates with CH using pseudo identities.
&e EA calculates the pseudo identities for each
vehicle: PIDi,1 � xP, PIDi,2 � RIDi⊕h1(xpki,1).
Since solving CDHP is difficult, it is not feasible for
any vehicle to extract the real identity of another
vehicle via pseudo identity, except for the trusted
authority.

(4) Strong privacy preserving: Our proposed scheme
achieves strong privacy preserving. Since the EA only
knows the secret value x and does not know y, even if
the EA is compromised, the adversary cannot obtain
the privacy information of any vehicle.

3.4. Performance Analysis. In this subsection, we evaluate
the computational overhead and communication load of the
proposed scheme and compare it with three related schemes
[17, 18, 48]. In [48], a distributed aggregation privacy
protection authentication scheme (DAPPA) is proposed. All
the signatures are divided into multiple subsets, and the
aggregated signature is verified. In [17], an efficient certif-
icateless batch authentication scheme without pairing
(ECLA), which utilizes the elliptic curve cryptography to
achieve batch authentication, is proposed. In [18], a new
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identity-based message authentication scheme (ID-MAP) is
proposed; it uses the message authentication of proxy ve-
hicles to significantly reduce the computational cost of
roadside units. &e specific comparison process is described
in the next two sections.

In this section, we analyze the computational overhead
of the proposed scheme and compare it with [17, 18, 48]. We
choose a bilinear pairing, e: G1 × G1⟶ G2, to achieve the
security level of 80 bits, where G1 is an additive group
generated by a point p∗ with the order q∗ on the super
singular elliptic curve E: y2 � x3 + ax + b(mod p∗), p∗ is a
512-bit prime number, and q∗ is a 160-bit Solinas prime
number. Meanwhile, we choose a nonsingular elliptic curve
E: y2 � x3 + ax + b(modp), a, b ∈ Fp, where all points on
the elliptic curve (including an infinity point) are on an
addition group G whose generator is P, and p, q are 160 bits
to achieve security level of 80 bits. To simplify the expression,
we predefine the following symbols:

Tbp: the time to perform a bilinear pairing operation.
Tsm

bp : the time to perform a scale multiplication oper-
ation related to pairing-based cryptography (PBC).
T

pa

bp : the time to perform a point addition operation of
the bilinear pairing.
Tmtp: the time to perform amap-to-point hash function
operation related to PBC.
Tsm

ecc: the time to perform a scale multiplication oper-
ation related to ECC.
Tpa

ecc: the time to perform a point addition operation
related to ECC.

We can obtain these cryptographic operations’ execution
time using MIRACL library [19], with the platform of
3.4GHZ i7-4770. &e execution time of the above crypto-
graphic operations is Tbp � 4.211ms, Tsm

bp � 1.709ms, Tpa

bp �

0.007ms, Tmtp � 4.406ms, Tsm
ecc � 0.442ms, Tpa

ecc � 0.0018ms.
Next, we analyze the details of computational overhead for
DAPPA, ECLA, ID-MAP, and the proposed scheme.

&e DAPPA scheme was proposed in [48] based on
bilinear pairing. In this scheme, signing a message requires
the signer to perform five scale multiplication operations of
the bilinear pairing, one point addition operation of the
bilinear pairing, and two map-to-point hash function op-
erations: 5Tsm

bp + T
pa

bp + 2Tmtp � 17.364ms. When the
verifier receives n messages, it first divides the n messages
into n∗ subsets; each subset includes n/n∗ messages to be
verified. To verify n messages, the verifier needs to perform
two bilinear pairing operations, n scale multiplication op-
erations of the bilinear pairing, (n − n∗) point addition
operations of the bilinear pairing, and 2n map-to-point hash
function operations (in this case, we take n∗ � 1):
2Tbp + nTsm

bp + 2T
pa

bp + 2nTmtp � (10.521n + 8.436)ms.
&e ECLA scheme was proposed in [17] based on elliptic

curve encryption. Signing a message in this scenario requires
the signer to perform two scale multiplication operations of
the elliptic curve cryptography: 2Tsm

ecc � 0.884ms. When the
verifier receives n messages, the verification of n messages
requires the verifier to perform 5n scale multiplication

operations of the elliptic curve cryptography and 3n point
addition operations of the elliptic curve cryptography:
(5Tsm

ecc + 3Tpa
ecc)n � (2.2154n)ms.

&e ID-MAP scheme was proposed in [18] based on
elliptic curve encryption. In this scenario, the proxy vehicle
needs to perform (l + 6) scale multiplication operations of
the ECC: (l + 6)Tsm

ecc � 7Tsm
ecc � 3.094ms, where l represents

the number of proxy vehicles, and we set it as 1. When the
roadside unit receives n messages, it needs to perform 5n/l
scale multiplication operations of ECC to verify n messages:
5n/lTsm

ecc � 5nTsm
ecc � (2.21n)ms. For the proposed OAAS

based on elliptic curve encryption, to implement the sig-
nature of a message in this scheme, the CM should perform
one scale multiplication operation of ECC:
Tsm

ecc + Tpa
ecc � 0.4438ms. When the CH receives N messages

to be verified, where there are n messages in the sequence
with high priority, the CH verifies that n messages need to
perform 2n scale multiplication operations of the elliptic
curve cryptography and (n + 1) point addition operations of
ECC: 2nTsm

ecc + (n + 1)Tpa
ecc � (0.8858n + 0.0018)ms.

In order to more intuitively observe the computational
performance of our proposed scheme, Figure 3 compares the
total cost of the four schemes. As can be seen from Figure 3,
our proposed scheme has the least time cost in signing and
verifying a message.

Next, we analyze the computational complexity of the
main steps of the proposed authentication scheme. Suppose
that the security parameter is K. &e most computationally
expensive operations in the authentication scheme mainly
include the scale multiplication operations of ECC and the
multiplication operation of two big numbers, whose com-
putational complexities are O(log2 K) and O(K), respec-
tively. Other operations such as hash and XOR operations
have O(1) computational complexity. &erefore, the com-
putational complexities of setup, pseudo identity generation
and partial key extraction, sign, batch verification, and
revocation/update of revocation list steps are O(log2 K),
O(K), O(K), n O(log2 K), and O(K), respectively, where n

denotes the number of vehicles.

4. Intelligent Algorithm for DDoS Attack
Detection in VANET Dataset

4.1. Simulation of VANET Segment in OMNeT++.
Another problem of our research is to develop methods for
detecting distributed denial-of-service attacks in software-
defined vehicular ad hoc networks. To solve this problem we
decided to generate VANETdataset which is suitable for our
research purposes. VANET dataset generation includes the
following steps:

(1) Simulation of VANET segment in different
scenarios.

(2) Getting simulation results in the form of PCAP files.
(3) PCAP files processing and traffic flow feature

extraction.
(4) Formation of single .csv dataset with the obtained

features.
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Typical solution of VANET simulation includes
OMNeT++, INET framework [49], SUMO, and Veins
framework [50]. As a first approximation, we will consider
OMNeT++ and INET solution to build small segment of
mobile ad hoc network with DoS and DDoS attack imple-
mentation scenarios. Our solution is based on MANET
routing protocols, in particular AODV showcase.

Generally, simulation in OMNeT++ consists of three
steps:

(1) Set network elements in .ned file to describe network
model.

(2) Set general settings and each element’s settings in
omnetpp.ini file.

(3) Perform simulation and record the results.

5. Perform Simulation and Record the Results

&e general settings of our VANET test segment are pre-
sented in Table 2.

We will consider the following simulation case: we have
an immobile vehicle (source node) which had an accident
and is trying to send information to the base station unit
(destination node) using other vehicles (up to ten) as relay
nodes. According to this, the elements of our VANET test
segment are presented in Table 3.

Ten vehicles are freely moving across the given square
area in random directions. To simulate this, we need to set
vehicle movement to linear mobility type (see Table 4). We
can also change type of node mobility to the Vehi-
cleMobility; in this case, it is necessary to set waypointFile
for each vehicle with pairs of coordinates of each movement
route around the designed area.

Our goal is to obtain the PCAP file of traffic flow for each
node type, so we need to apply the PCAP recorder settings
provided in Table 5. To use tools for network traffic flow
feature extraction, we need to record data of sending and
receiving packets.

&e number of PCAP recorders is set to 4 because we will
record information from source node, destination node,

malicious node (in scenario of DoS attack), and arbitrary relay
vehicle (let us say node 5). Option pcapLinkType� 101 allows
us to record raw IP information of corresponding node.

AODV protocol operates with three types of messages:
RREQ, RREP, and RERR. Source node is sending request
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Figure 3: Total computation cost of the four schemes.

Table 2: General setting of VANET segment.

WLAN bitrate 24Mbps
Transmitter power 1mW
Area size 800m× 800m
Routing protocol AODV
Link type IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN
Simulation time 1000 s

Table 3: VANET segment elements and their types.

Element Type
Source ManetRouter
Destination ManetRouter
Nodes 1–10 ManetRouter
radioMedium Ieee80211ScalarRadioMedium
Visualizer IntegratedMultiVisualizer
Configurator Ipv4NetworkConfigurator
PcapRecorder PcapRecorder

Table 4: Mobile node movement settings.

Type Linear mobility
Initial movement heading Uniform (0 deg, 360 deg)
Speed Uniform (23mps, 24mps)

Table 5: Traffic flow PCAP recorder settings.

pcapLinkType 101 # raw IP
pcapFile Results/∗∗∗.pcap”
moduleNamePatterns “ipv4”
dumpProtocols “ipv4”
numPcapRecorders 4
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message RREQ into the network, and relay nodes forward
this message further, causing the building of temporary
routes to the destination node. When destination node
receives request, it sends RREP message back to the source
node using a built temporary route. In case when a desti-
nation node is unreachable, a RERRmessage is used to notify
other nodes in the network segment. In Figure 4, you can see
an example of successful route building between source node
and destination node using six relay vehicles. “Ping108” and
“ping108-reply” lines are used for visual indication of
established bidirectional connection between two nodes.

To implement denial-of-service attack, we will add single
MaliciousNode element with ManetRouter type and the
settings in Table 6.

MaliciousNode performs simple DoS attack of PingApp
type, constantly sending dozens of packets to the source
node. MaliciousNode is immovable and is placed closer to
the source node in the area. In case of DDoS attack
implementation, we will set five moving malicious nodes of
ManetRouter type which inherit other vehicles movement
settings mentioned earlier in the paper.

To prove the efficiency of implemented network attacks,
we performed simulation in three scenarios (without attacks,
with DoS attack, and with DDoS attack) and calculated the
number of received pings (successful establishment of
connection between source node and destination node) and
the number of lost pings. Experiment results are presented in
Table 7.

You can see that implementation of DoS attack with
single malicious node interfered with network routing, and

some connections were lost. Implementation of DDoS attack
with five moving malicious nodes completely “paralyzed”
the network segment, and no connections were established.

5.1. Traffic Flows Feature Extraction. After obtaining PCAP
files with captured traffic flows, we need to extract the set of
features which will be used in machine learning methods.
Any unusual behavior in traffic flow patterns and rapidly
increased/decreased values of features can be qualified as
possible network threat. Each PCAP file contains basic
features such as source IP and number of port, destination IP
and number of port, number of used protocols, and flow
duration in seconds. Other features (such as number of
forward/backward packets, average length of forward/
backward packets, and average length of forward/backward
packets headers) can be calculated manually or obtained
using some software. CICFlowMeter [51] is a powerful tool
to extract up to 84 network traffic features from PCAP files.
&e final segment of the network includes 15 relay vehicles, 2
RSUs, 1 BSU, and 6 malicious nodes with three types of

Figure 4: Demonstration of AODV protocol operation in OMNeT++.

Table 6: Malicious node settings.

Attack type PingApp
destAddr “Source”
Start time 5 s
Sending interval 0.01 s
Radio transmitter power 200mW
Packet size 0.5Mb

Security and Communication Networks 9



behavior. Settings of each malicious node are shown in
Table 8. Values in each given interval are distributed uni-
formly. To obtain more data, we increased simulation time
to 5000 s and performed scenario 4 with three types of
network attacks.

Recorded PCAP files were processed with CIC-
FlowMeter; in general, 58 features of traffic flows were
calculated in the form of .csv dataset. Each processed dataset
contains “Label” column which is filled manually depending
on the node type. Regular traffic flows were labeled “Benign,”
and malicious traffic flows were given three labels: “DDoS,”
“Intensive DDoS,” and “UDP Flood” according to the type of
network attack behavior. All processed files were concate-
nated into single dataset.

5.2. DDoS Attack Detection Using Machine Learning
Methods. &e final dataset of VANET segment contains
11212 rows: 8720 records of normal traffic, 965 records of
DDoS attack, 820 records of Intensive DDoS attack, and 707
records of UDP Flood attack. In the first step, we dropped
the following columns: “Src Port,” “Dst Port,” and “Pro-
tocol”, which were used in traffic flows labeling. We also
dropped the columns with constant values. Since our traffic
flows are categorical features, we performed label encoding
from [“Benign”, “DDoS”, “Intensive DDoS”, “UDP Flood”]
to [0, 1, 2, 3]. General approach to multiclass classification of
network attacks includes the steps presented in Algorithm 1.

In the first three steps, we performed correlation analysis
of our generated VANET dataset. &e correlation matrix is
shown in Figure 5. &e seven best features were selected
according to the set threshold corr_value (see Table 9 for
details). “Active Max” feature with highest correlation is
corresponding to the maximum value of time when traffic
flow was active before becoming idle during simulation.

In step 4, we built plot pairwise relationships (scatter plot
matrix) of the best selected features as is shown in Figure 6. It
can be concluded that the distribution of the values of the
best selected features by classes is visually distinguishable,
and further multiclass classification is justified.

In step 5, we formed two datasets based on the original
one: imbalanced dataset, Data; balanced dataset, Data-
SMOTE. To obtain a balanced dataset, the algorithm
SMOTE [52] (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique)
was used to synthesize new examples for the minority class
(class with three types of network attacks) without dupli-
cation of data. &e resulting dataset DataSMOTE contains
7831 records of normal traffic, 8174 records of DDoS attack,
8167 records of Intensive DDoS attack, and 8232 records of
UDP Flood attack. Dataset Data remained intact. For both
Data and DataSMOTE datasets, we performed a split into
training and test subsets with default proportion of 3 :1.

In step 6, we performed multiclass classification with 7
well-known classifiers: KNeighborsClassifier, Random-
ForestClassifier, CatBoostClassifier, XGBClassifier,
LGBMClassifier, AdaBoostClassifier, and

Table 7: AODVroute building results.

Route reply message Scenario 1, without attacks Scenario 2, DoS attack Scenario 3, DDoS attack
Received pings replies 18 8 (partial connection) No connection
Pings lost 2 1 (partial connection) No connection

Table 8: Malicious nodes’ behavior in scenario 4.

No. App Target node Operation time interval Packet size interval Sending frequency Mobility option
1 PingApp Source 200–400 s 40–50KB 0.01 s Fixed
2 PingApp Destination 400–700 s 50–60KB 0.01 s Fixed
3 PingApp RSU1 250–450 s 10–30KB 0.001 s Linear
4 PingApp RSU2 850–1450 s 20–40KB 0.001 s Linear
5 UDPBasicApp Source 2600–3650 s 30–50KB 0.01–0.05 s Fixed
6 UDPBasicApp Destination 3000–3850 s 40–60KB 0.01–0.03 s Fixed

(1) Calculate correlation matrix of 58 features.
(2) if (corr_value> 0.05):
(3) Select best features in correlation with “Label” column.
(4) Build scatter plot matrix of the best selected features.
(5) Carry out data preparation (data balancing).
(6) Perform multiclass classification by separate classifiers.
(7) Perform multiclass ensemble classification:
(8) Bagging Classifier usage.
(9) Voting Classifier usage.
(10) Stacking Classifier usage.

ALGORITHM 1: Multiclass classification of DDoS attacks.
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GradientBoostingClassifier. KNeighborsClassifier is imple-
mentation of k-nearest neighbors algorithm used for clas-
sification and regression problems. RandomForestClassifier
is implementation of random forest meta-estimator algo-
rithm. CatBoostClassifier is implementation of gradient
boosting on decision trees algorithm developed by Yandex
Company. XGBClassifier is implementation of parallel tree
boosting algorithm. LGBMClassifier is implementation of
gradient boosting model developed by Microsoft Company.
AdaBoostClassifier is implementation of AdaBoost-SAMME
algorithm. GradientBoostingClassifier is implementation of
decision trees algorithms. Bentéjac C. et al. [53] performed
comparative analysis of the family of gradient boosting al-
gorithms in terms of speed and accuracy metrics. &ey
concluded that LightGBM is the fastest classifier, but Cat-
Boost shows the best results in generalization accuracy.

For each machine learning method, the optimal pa-
rameters were selected using the function GridSearchCV of
the Pythonmodule sklearn.We built confusionmatrices and

calculated the following statistical metrics for all 7 classifiers:
precision, recall, F1-score, and accuracy (see Figures 7 and
8). LightGBM classifier shows the best classification results
for the balanced dataset DataSMOTE with accuracy of
0.9180; its confusion matrix is shown in Figure 9.

In steps 6–10, to improve the accuracy of network attack
detection, we built ensembles of the best models using the
bagging, voting, and stacking methods.
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Figure 5: Correlation matrix of generated VANET dataset.

Table 9: Best selected features.

Feature Correlation value
Total Fwd Packets 0.060131
Subflow Fwd Packets 0.078293
Fwd Seg Size Min 0.060144
Active Mean 0.092884
Active Std 0.084663
Active Max 0.104269
Active Min 0.066607
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&e bagging (or Bootstrap Aggregating) method is
used to reduce variance and helps to avoid overfitting of
machine learning algorithms of multiclass classification.
We used all 7 classifiers and concluded that LightGBM
classifier shows the best classification results with accu-
racy of 0.8942.

For the voting method, we selected 5 best classifiers
(CatBoostClassifier, XGBClassifier, LGBMClassifier, Ada-
BoostClassifier, and GradientBoostingClassifier) and con-
sidered two voting methods: soft voting with obtained
accuracy of 0.8773 and soft_weight voting with obtained
accuracy of 0.8933. Soft voting is responsible for the simple
averaging of the classifier values in the dataset and the output
of average value of the class label. We first evaluated the
classifiers separately, and we know their accuracy; from the

obtained accuracy, we know the confidence levels of the
classifiers. &e confidence level is the weight coefficient; the
higher it is for the classifier, the more influence it has on the
weighted average value; therefore, the following weights
were chosen for the 5 best classifiers: weights = [2, 2, 3, 2, 1].

For the stacking method, we considered the same 5 best
classifiers and selected DecisionTreeClassifier and Ran-
domForestClassifier as metaclassifiers. Calculated metrics of
ensemble classifiers for both balanced and imbalanced
datasets are presented in Figures 10 and 11. Random-
ForestClassifier showed the best classification results across
all researched methods with accuracy of 0.9256; its confu-
sion matrix is shown in Figure 12.

Due to the fact that we use our personal generated
dataset, we cannot make a direct comparison with existing
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Figure 6: Pairwise relationships of the seven best selected features.
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results in DDoS attack detection. &e primary goal of this
paper was to demonstrate in detail the process of researching
VANET network security issues, from generation of a
network segment to usage of up-to-date classifiers and
ensembles of classifiers for the multiclass classification
problem.

&e approach applied in this work to the formation of
intelligent models for identifying network attacks can be
replaced by an end-to-end pipeline machine learning
system. &e problem of automated application of machine
learning methods to real-world problems is called
AutoML. &e AutoML [54] pipeline typically includes the
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steps of data preparation, feature construction, model
generation, and model evaluation. At the moment, there
are many libraries that partially solve this problem;

however, working with various kinds of raw data intro-
duces great uncertainty into the assessment of their
effectiveness.
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6. Conclusion

OMNeT++ software and INET framework are powerful
tools for simulation of mobile ad hoc networks and
implementation of various network threats. Modeling of
VANET segment was conducted using OMNeT++, and the
resulting VANET dataset contains 11212 network traffic
flows with 58 extracted features and 3 network attacks be-
haviors implementations. &e obtained dataset is imbal-
anced; therefore, for further research, balanced dataset was
built using SMOTE technique.

An experimental comparison of the quality of modern
machine learning methods of multiclass classification on the
original and balanced datasets was carried out. &e best re-
sults with accuracy of 0.9256 were shown by the stacking
technique of classifiers with random forest as a metaclassifier.

In future research, we plan to build more simulation
scenarios with increased number of vehicles, new mobility
movements options, and different network attacks imple-
mentation. Our main goal is to increase efficiency of well-
known multiclass classification algorithms on arbitrarily
generated VANET datasets.
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